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1. Is there anything about the educational or physical  
assessments that surprised you? 
 

• Surprised that the last major addition was 1983 – poor teacher 
office spaces 

• How patched together the building and it’s amenities are – how 
successful staff and students have been in spite of the facility 
status – how well services has been able to maintain the aged 
facilities 

• I was surprised the classroom portion has held up as well as it has, 
for as old as it is.  Otherwise, no surprises.  We know the building 
has some years on it and has challenges, both academically and 
physically. 

• No 
• 3 mills - $100,000,000 - $66.6 million- 60 million in first 5 years just 

to bring building up to snuff – no new space 
• The extent of the deterioration is grater than I would have thought.  

Much has been delayed that should have been repaired or 
replaced. 

• Not overwhelming, after the tour, and working here for going on 
two decades 

• I am surprised that we are not already in process of installing sump 
pumps, etc., if there is standing water in the basement…also a little 
surprised that overall classroom size is smaller than it should be.  In 
my opinion we need to fix this before we put an R & D center in the 
LC! 

• Problems with doors and canopies, ADA and special education 
needs, BUCKETS!!, teachers lack of space 

• No – the building is in about the shape I’ve seen.  If anything it’s 
worse than expected!  Surprised we’re as successful as we are! 

• Building enclosure/shell is in much worse shape that I thought.  
The building use and layout is not very efficient (mostly 1st floor), 
large distances between spaces! 

• Nothing was a surprise because much of it was covered in our tour.  
I was concerned with the impending space strain caused by more 
students needing more space in a very constrained footprint for 
the buildings. 



• Yes – the amount of work that truly needs to be done – the 
inadequacy of size(s) of our learning spaces because of the 
collaborative approach to learning – the inadequacy of our facility 
space (both individual and departmental) 

• I was shocked by the physical condition underground, and how 
decrepit some of the areas were. 

• The teacher offices are not acceptable; the heating and cooling will 
not last another 50 years; overall education does not meet today’s 
standards 

• Cafeteria should be 2 floors like most of the HS around town.  Then 
top space can be used as collaborative space later.  Classrooms are 
small and bland with old furniture.  The design seems very difficult 
to get around – hard for students and safety concerns.  Very small 
spaces and organization is haphazard.  Not a lot of creativity or 
light to help with winter blahs.  Outdated everything.  Hard for 
both kids and teachers! 

• The shape of the mechanicals and everything that needs to be 
done for ADA, Title 9 is a lot bigger than I thought.  The fact that all 
our replacement needs are front loaded at UAHS reflects 
postponement of the huge cost of replacement.  We’ve done a lot 
of patching together. 

• How immediate the needs are – the roof leak makes me question 
how we got to this situation.  Need for accountability! 

• I did not attend the first tour, but I did hear that there are real in 
dire need of repair.  The assessments were surprising in that the 
majority of the facility needs repair/replacement within the next 1-5 
years and just how dated and old the facility is.  The teacher 
workspaces are pretty shabby and seem like an afterthought.  The 
water problems are concerning to me from and health and safety 
perspective. 

• No I knew it was old and in bad shape. 
• Yes, the state of the “bowels” of the building were very surprising. 
• After the tour, nothing presented tonight surprises me. 
• NO – I’m a realist – no room for cross-collaborative work. 
• No – a lot of deferred maintenance – not intentional though 
• 31 doors/security concerns – make shift offices in random corners 

and old bathrooms – lack of natural light in many areas – general 
disrepair of electrical, HVAC, plumbing – including the standing 
water 

• Yes – the amount of repair needed on the exterior.  Teacher 
workspace is very lacking and not functional.  Standing water in 
the basement is not acceptable. 

• Yes there are many things that surprised me.  The condition of the 
roof, leaks from sky lights, lack of natural light, condition of 



mechanicals, and lack of space for students and teachers to 
collaborate. 

• The limited space for staff offices and spaces for students to gather.  
The fact that the issue of standing water doesn’t seem to have 
been addressed.  The fact that there is a known drainage issue 
where the workout room was located.  Outward appearance of 
building is embarrassing. 

• The only thing that surprised me was there were some spaced that 
were adequate for the students needs. 

• It’s actually worse than I thought. 
• Daylight – how important it is and how lacking it is – how crowded 

the sports facilities are 
• Educational assessment needs to be compared with where future 

educational methods will be.  Based on what was presented there 
is just a “static” historical data without pointing out to what is 
missed (in terms of educational level) by continuing on the same 
path. 

• Lack of AC in gyms – locker position vs. classes – teacher’s desk are 
scattered all over building – there are 5 drop off/pick up areas and 5 
entrances (security???) – wow = accidents and inefficiencies 

• Not really surprised by most of the negative features.  Was happy to 
see that some of the spaces were of adequate size. 

• Nothing surprised me!  Things of note are:  the building is at max 
use for educational function; building in major disrepair and needs 
to be addressed in next 5 years; classroom space is considerably 
smaller that what is currently recommended. 

 
2. Based on what you have learned so far, where is the current facility in 
alignment with the guiding principals and where is it not?  (See guiding 
principles on back of this page) 
 

• None of the guiding principles are in alignment here at the high 
school 

• Aligned – 1b; Not Aligned – 5a, 2d, 4b – really all not aligned 
• The building accomplishes the goals of accomplished learners and 

engaging relationships.  Collaboration and security are not as well 
done. 

• Current facility is not in alignment with guiding principals.  The 
physical space seems obvious the educational aspects are lacking 
in a big way. 

• Safety and security will be improved and the Learning Center will 
add collaboration opportunity through repairs.  Out of sync with 
other goals. 



• Is:  Honors past/history – shows commitment – is used to the 
utmost for education (is responsible); Not:  Lacks flexible space and 
lacks safety 

• Commitment to arts is there, but otherwise the building is not 
reflective of our guiding principles. 

• Not meeting the flexible agile environments for learning – is there 
any space to support service learning? 

• No – collaborative spaced limited, not flexible, sustainable, 
community spaced limited, not “best picture” – does not reflect our 
community! 

• I find it amazing that our schools kids perform as well as they do 
given the poor condition of the building!! 

• The building does cover strong support for arts, athletics and 
academics, in terms of breadth but the depth or adequacy of the 
facilities are sorely falling behind.  Teacher facilities are inadequate 
to mission. 

• Small classroom doesn’t equal collaborative learning; specific areas 
needed for teachers; lockers are not where they need to be. 

• Lack of student and teacher collaboration spaces – do not meet 
the principles on the back 

• When I read the guiding principals I have a hard time finding more 
than a few principals that are met!  Kids come to school very early 
to find a parking space and yet take a lot of time trying to find a 
teacher or a quiet spot to collaborate in groups for the many 
“group projects”.  Too small, too dark and dingy – not a fun learning 
environment 

• #3C – Our teaching and learning spaces do not foster teams, 
community and collaboration.  #5a – Security of our school 
building can’t ensure safety for our students with 3 entries open, 
only one of which is monitored in any way. 

• Not in alignment on 2a and 2d re:  low energy efficiency is suspect, 
lack of collaboration space both for students and for faculty – 4a, b, 
c 

• I am very concerned that there are multiple entrances open all 
school day.  This seems out of alignment with the guideline 
principal of security and safety.  I would like to see more spaces for 
emotional safety such as gender neutral locker rooms, bathrooms. 

• Far off-base – seems lots of things are broken in the building. 
• Some portions of the building are nicely in alignment and some 

are not. 
• Inflexible space – dark spaces 
• Oppressive learning environment – dark, wet, ugly – does not reflect 

the community. 
• Are there common physical and functional educational 

characteristics among the nine buildings – or should they be. 



• The current facility supports the arts and sports activities.  Making 
the most with what’s available is evident.  That’s being fiscally 
responsible.  Collaborative environment areas are really lacking.  
Security could be greatly improved. 

• While there have been very many memorable, successful times in 
the high school, it is time for us to focus on the future.  We must 
create a space for future generations that meets their educational 
needs.  Current building doesn’t. 

• Building is not designed for the way in which learning takes place 
today. 

• The district has been fiscally responsible and responsive in 
community use of the buildings.  The facility does not meet 3, 4 or 
5. 

• For me space is a priority – especially in performance arts – while 
the auditorium is great – we outgrew facilities years ago.  Space for 
all teachers and students to collaborate.  Space/environment at HS 
is not adaptable or flexible. 

• NOT – 31 doors – safety; collaborative learning environment; YES – 
supports athletics; commitment to arts 

• The current facility does not address collaboration – creativity – 
appreciate/feel nature 

• It is not.  There are so many intrusions against both education and 
functionality.  Of all the schools this is the one I think UA may need 
to “reboot” completely. 

• Generally building is not designed for 21st Century Learning.  Media 
Center and classroom surrounding it need daylight and have none. 

• The current building is not correctly aligned with the guiding 
principles.  Lacking in every category, which desperately needs to 
be addressed. 

 
3. What is your reaction to the financial information that was shared 
tonight? 
 

• It appears that the high school needs to be totally replaced.  It’s too 
far gone and might be the best financial option 

• No surprised by $ based on needs identified – it will be a big 
surprise to those not close to the process 

• Covering a complete re-do of the building, systems and site, I 
thought the cost is reasonable.  Thank you for sharing the bond 
issue information – it was helpful! 

• What I thought 
• The number for maintenance was larger than I would have 

guessed, but not shockingly so. 



• The maintenance cost is far higher than I expected.  Coupled with 
the distribution of $60 million dollars of work in the first five years, 
it’s hard to imagine. 

• Maintenance cost lacks context without contrast of any other 
choice – is that coming soon? 

• It is actually not as expensive as I thought it would be.  I am curious 
if we have already been intentionally deferring maintenance.  I 
think we need to fix water problems in basement faster than this 
process may allow! 

• Huge cost just to take care of the high school!  Thank you for the 
context explanation 

• I’m not surprised by the numbers given the scope of work needed.  
However, I would question the value of that investment in the 
building. 

• It is outrageous to think spending $66.5 million on the existing 
building to only maintain its use – Not at all!  Our community needs 
better space and facilities for our high school. 

• Scope and scale is large but seems manageable.  Detail seems 
adequate to establish a “baseline” cost.  Very curious of the scale to 
other schools. 

• Amount of $ needed just to maintain, which is not necessarily the 
best option. 

• Not as bad as expected but these numbers are only the high 
school; what happens when we aggregate all the necessary 
buildings together?  Can the community absorb the cost? 

• Not an option to just fix for 15 years – need to keep focused on the 
50-year plan. 

• The high school seems to be slowly crumbling down – it will be 
costly to remedy and yet it has to be done.  Many things could have 
been fixed in early years…so now repairs will be very costly.  Water 
problem seems to be fixable. 

• I was pleased that levy is not our only option and that the bond 
proven was explained.  The cost of renovations needed if we do not 
do replacement is still a lot. 

• $66.5 million is twice what my intuition was.  Controlling info by 
withholding reports until after community meeting troubles me. 

• It was not surprising given the condition of the school.  I wonder 
how this number compared to what a more proactive 
rehabilitation/constructive approach would cost. 

• One thing that was missing or that I would like to see in the future 
would be the yearly, 5 year, 10, 15 year costs to maintain a new 
building. 

• Not surprised, but you are going to hear backlash about money 
which should or should not have been made at Northam Park. 



• We can’t develop an opinion until we are given the two 
assessments. 

• Compared to the state of things as the mechanical systems, I 
wonder what the district did with 44 million in 1995. 

• What was done with the 44 million in 1995? 
• Detailed, realistic, encompassing phased renovations straight 

forward – base line data 
• It was a large number.  Knowing all the improvements that are 

needed, I can’t say I’m surprised.  We need to invest for our kids. 
• It is a really big number just to keep the high school operating for 

15 years. 
• It definitely is a large number and I believe that the answer is clear.  

We need to build a new building. 
• The cost for maintaining the status quo doesn’t seem like a wise 

investment.  At some point the building will have to be replaced. 
• Not surprised! 
• That is a lot of money to spend on a building that no longer meets 

our needs as a district – seems silly. 
• Surprised at the state of disrepair – so much $ upfront 
• Based on my experience with large/very large projects the figures 

presented here will increase 25% - 35% when the actual work will 
start.  That is because we have many unknowns – will not be a 
totally brand new building on a clear site. 

• It’s a lot of money - $60 - $70 million – to keep what we have at 
UAHS and 90%!!! Is needing 0-4 years.  Can UA replace the entire 
facility?  Phased over years? 

• I am in the Design/Build HVAC business so I am not the least bit 
surprised. 

• A little surprising that roughly 89% of cost is front loaded (0-5 
years).  Also surprised at the cost for bringing an old building up to 
grade. 

 
4. What are your expectations and desires for the options phase? 
 

• Needs to be clearly communicated that the “baseline” does not 
include increasing classroom sizes, improving natural light, 
creating more collaborate environments 

• I’d like to see options for refurbishment and update, not just a new 
building.  It feels like we’re heading for a new building. 

• See what is out there - *Side note:  What PD will be offered for staff 
once they get a new building.  How will you insure academic 
success that is NOT standardized test based, rather document 
thinking and learning creating and innovating inspired by teacher 
= environment 



• If we are getting into this process, and we are, let’s do it right and 
not take a path that won’t achieve our objectives and principles. 

• I really wonder what partial building replacement costs are? What 
kind of options costs estimates will we see?  When the $66 million 
dollars includes “finishes”, etc. – how different would the building 
look? 

• Keep community school in mind – special space needs.  Minimize 
environmental impact outdoor learning spaces – a greenhouse?  
Keep/replace garden, spaces to easily seat classes on nice days, 
parking garage? 

• I don’t think school buildings should be disposable…I hope we give 
real thought to how we could get the best from this building or 
parts of it as one real option.  (It feels like you’re already decided to 
demolish this building.) 

• We want a great high school. 
• I want to understand the alternative available to us ranging from 

substantial renovations to complete new construction, including 
location options, phasing, etc.  Also want to discuss the idea of 
shared school and community spaces.  We only have one high 
school – it should be at the level consistent with our community. 

• We need to discuss and explore how we can build a new, better 
high school! 

• It appears that near total replacement of HS is required.  I think a 
big part of the “options” must spell out how the 
academics/art/athletics will be course out during rebuild.  Options 
must increase net space and especially teacher spaces.  I’m 
interested if alternative options for school are possible. 

• Expectation/desire would be to consider overall expense of new 
building vs. maintaining old building, especially considering 
educational adequacies.  Can we get what we really need/want 
now and long-term by “remodeling”?  Major concern for the “but 
this is what we have always done” contingency or the “it’s been 
good enough so far” contingency so leave it as-is!  Northam Park 
example!!! 

• New HS needs to be looked at; possible phased strategy; K-12 
campus at Northam Park; 2 new high schools – smaller – north and 
south 

• When one sees the top (roof) of the school and the water and 
electrical problems in the lower floors the learning floors pale in 
comparison…however this building is housing our children for 6 
hours a day and 2 days on the weekend.  UAHS beyond band-aid 
fix – tear down and rebuild correctly.  “This school needs to be 
completely rebuilt!” 

• That the “do nothing” option is most clearly explained and heard 
by the community. 



• Top-flight facilities at the most efficient cost.  Build new wing with 
flexible space to connect two west ends of hallways.  Use modern 
LED lighting to replicate sunlight in interior spaces (but 
controllable unlike actual sun).  Access card solution for security of 
unmanned exterior doors. 

• I would like to see incorporation of gender neutral bathrooms, and 
locker room spaces for people who wish for more safety and 
privacy.  Please do your best to add daylight and fresh air to the 
spaces.  Please give the teachers better office space.  Please create 
better security for the building. 

• Cost comparison, priorities, time frames, options for locations of 
new buildings and/or where the kids would be during 
construction/maintenance. 

• Expect to see “real” options. 
• We would like to see many options considered.  For example, can 

part of the building be reconfigured rather than demolished?  Can 
some sections have a 2nd floor and new roof added?  The idea is to 
avoid as much demolition as possible. 

• All water problems need resolved. 
• I would want to see a new building. 
• Of the nine buildings – are some better suited for specific people – 

technology and science, teachers offices/meetings – arts and 
sciences, etc. – some physical characteristics/design to use money 

• My hope is that we could look to build new and that it would cost 
less than just patching up what’s existing.  Enhancements to 
athletics can be made and more thoughtful use in academic areas 
are improved.  Keep the pool! 

• For the options phase my hope is we can build a facility for 21 
century learning, where pool and gyms and other athletic facilities 
are separate on school grounds.  This way they can be usable pace 
during the school day. 

• All existing athletic facilities will be retained including the 
swimming pool.  The teams that use the pool are the most 
successful the school fields. 

• To be presented with accurate cost estimates of maintain/add on 
vs. rebuild. 

• Our kids deserve a new building!  We cannot be uniquely 
accomplished with facilities that are falling apart!! 

• Rankings – what’s necessary, desired, best-in-class; understanding 
what is “state-of-the-art” for educational facilities 

• Design options must be backed by most data possible including 
studies/simulations.  The real “client” here are the students – are the 
students involved in the design process?  Use mind maps to 
connect ideas 



• That the building can be majorly renovated – keeping the 
auditorium would be awesome but even at 1,600 it’s smaller that 
1,947 students in 2026! 

• Would like to know what the costs of building new is compared to 
the repair of them.  Not sure how you pay for all new buildings, can 
you phase costs and construction dates. 

• We need to have all options on the table.  The District needs to 
think globally to make sure our community can continue to be 
incentive for the next 50-100 years. 


